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Conceptual Art East and West: A Base for Global 
Art or the End of Art? 
(USA) Curtis L. Carter 

Conceptual Art as Global Art 

So much of what has been considered thus far on East and West aesthetics and 

culture is based on earlier theories of aesthetics from Chinese or Western sources. Gao 

Jianping, Chinese aesthetic ian, has proposed that the search for a new aesthetics begin 

by exploring the practices of the arts themselves, including the traditions of painting, lit

erature, theater, and the contemporary arts. OODuring the past half century, conceptual 

art has become a staple of artists on every continent. Conceptualism has become a 
-

global enterprise to which artists in Asia, Mrica, Europe, and North America make im-

portant contributions. I find it best, in short, to think of conceptual art as a global mani- , 

festation that arises in a local or regional setting and not as a movement flowing across 

borders from a single source. 

I shall begin with a brief consideration of the historical origins and main concerns 

of conceptual art before turning to some larger questions, to wit: whether conceptual art 

offers a transcultural basis for a global art with a common aesthetic perspective, how it 

contributes to a new aesthetic for the art and culture of East and West, and whether it is 

is part of a tendency that would discount art altogether as a feature of culture. 

To focus the discussion" in an East-West framework, I will examine the conceptual 

art of Xu Bing (China) and Joseph Kosuth (United States), two representative conceptual 

artists whose language-based projects address central issues of the global phenomenon. 

I shall then move to the topic's broader implications which will include a critique of 
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conceptual art. 

First, a brief overview of the evolution of conceptual art has evolved and a sugges

tion of its main concerns. 

From the earliest times, serious writings about art have recognized a polar-tension 

between the materials,or form, of art and the ideas expressed through them. We find this 

tension reflected in Plato's conclusion in his dialogues that art, especially where the sen

suous predominates, cannot be trusted as a guide to truth. 

Still, Plato recognized how deficient a society would be, lacking the intellectual and 

social values arising from art. 

Like Plato, Hegel in the 19th century, recognized a tension between the material

formal and the ideas in art, and he too gave priority to the conceptual over the material. 

He esteemed poetry as the highest manifestation of Spirit in art because its "material" 

element is language and thus, unlike pigment or stone, originates in mental processes.(i) 

Without inviting a lengthy debate over Plato and Hegel, I simply offer as a proposi

tion that conceptual art can be traced,in part, to these rooted notions of Western thought. 

I suspect, with no pretensions to certainty, the existence of counterpart elements in 

Asian aesthetic thinking, particularly in Chan Buddhism, that may provide nourishment 
. ' 

for conceptual art. For instance, Chan Buddhism gives priority to idea ever physical ob-

ject in general and poses a paradox between physical form, which represents one level of 

truth, and the illusory void state of existence accessible only to the enlightened through 

contemplation. 

In any event, what we have spoken of as the tension between form and ideas in art 

seems to have reached a barely containable level in the mid-20th century with radical ef

fects to be observed in both art theory and art practice. For example, the artists Marcel 

Duchamp and Man Ray,gave precedence in their work to the idea over its material in- . 

stantiation in whatever medium. Joseph Kosuth, the Fluxus artist John Cage Laurence 

Weiner, Sol Le Witt and others in the United States later developed variations of this 

approach to art. Similar things were happening at about the same time' in other parts <?f 

the world. For example, the Art & Language group in England; Vitaly Komar, Aleksandr 

Melamid, Ilya Kabakov in Russia; Daniel Buren in France; Marcel Broodthaers in Bel

gium; Irwin and NSK(Neue Slowenische Kunst) in Slovenia; Gu Wenda and Xu Being in 

China;and Matsuzawa Yutak~ in Japan among others were also exploring conceptual art. 
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1.Common Elements of Conceptual Art 

Allow me to stipulate at the outset that there is no concensus among art historians 

on the definition of conceptual art, the roster of its practitioners or even their hallmark 

practices. For instance, to the fall (1994) issue of the journal October contains a discus

sion on conceptual art which makes this point. The distinguished contributors included 

Alexander Alberro, Martha Buskirk, Thiery de Duve, Brnjamin Buchloh, Yve-Alain 

Bois and Rosalind Krauss.@ 

Despite the absence of concensus among these experts of modern art history, there 

exist certain common denominators in the understanding of conceptual art. First, con

ceptual art aims to disrupt the usual modes of thinking about art and to undennine the 

status quo in art as well as in the social and political order. , Its key strategies include the 

dematerialization of the art object and privileging of language based art. 

Western conceptual art represents an assault on traditional art grounded in classi

cal theories of representation, the Ren,a:issance science of perspective and Romanti

cism's celebration of the individual artist and feelings. Concurrently, it opposes mod

ernism's commitment to the purity of the art medium and seeks to turn painting and cul

ture away from representational, expressive or abstract features of material objects. 

Non-conceptual, traditional art produces work intended for aesthetic appreciation 

or perhaps simply as decoration. Conversely, conceptual art just as it challenges the 

non-conceptual artist-challenges the "cultivated, sensitive, intellectual, aesthetic 

dilettante" spectator-patrons traditionally associated with such art. 

Conceptual art calls for new approaches not only to making art but to rethinking 

art's functions, the theories that explain and assess art, and the modes and institutions' 

devoted to its display. It suggests that the aesthetic theories based on principles of rep

resentation, expression, and formalism are constructions tied to the earlier manifesta

tions of art which are now outmoded. 

Conceptualism's principal strategy, dematerialization, asserts the primacy of ideas 

over material and admits into art any form of materiality. Duchamp thus elevated every

day objects in his readymades, and Donald Judd's art consists of objects, neither paint

ing nor sculpture, with highly polished surfaces and shapes resembling manufactured , 

objects.Duchamp suggested that skill based art-making technologies were only one way 

of making art and not essential. Judd attacked traditional painting and sculpture by re

placing them with his own conceptually based objects. Conceptual art thus welcomes 
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art that does not resemble other art forms traditional or anti-traditional. 

2.Language as a Vehicle for Conceptual Art in the West 

Following a direction implicit in Hegel, conceptual art has turned increasingly, but 

not exclusively, to language as · its principal mode, or rather to words, but not words in 

the usual sense. Feeding this trend,in the 1950s, the analytic philosophers separated 

the concept of art from discussion of actual art. Concepts and ideas thus became the fo

cus of analytic aesthetics. Given these developments, in philosophical aesthetics, it is 

not surprising that artists like Kosuth, following the analytic philosophers A. J. Ayer and 

Ludwig Wittgenstein. argued that art works are analagous to analytical propositions, or 

that they are analytical propositions. @Kosuth, in Art Mt~r Philosophy, holds that-the 

role of artist is as much philosopher and critic as producer of art. ® Writing about con

ceptual art in 1970, Kosuth called it a form of inquiry, embracing," the investigation of 

the function, meaning, and use of any and all (art) propositions. within the concept of the 

general term 'art'," as well as the framing of art propositions that introduce fresh ideas 

that influence other art. These propositions are framed in linguistic terms. Kosuth ac

knowledged that earlier innovations in visual art might be con.sidered propositions in 

that a Cubist masterpiece of the early 20th century might have introduced new ideas that 

influenced later art. But the same painting in our time is no longer progressive. It is a 

relic of historic or aesthetic interest. @ 

The main problems with Kosuth's radical linguistic conceptualism are three: First, 

he separates art from the tradition of art history by abstracting art from its medium, form, 

materiality and the visual.Second, he collapses the distinction between art and criticism, 

leaving it to art to function as its own interpreter and judge. Third, he eliminates the 

principal means of distinguishing art from other forms of symbolism by emphasizing its 

logical (propositional) state over its material objectivity. (J) 

However, he undercuts the force of his propositional element by insisting that art is 

an autographic rather than system based symbol system. That is, art is a product of the 

stipulating power of the individual artist who uses the art symbols according to a partic

ulay inner vision. Logical propositions are normally grounded in a linguistic system with 

rules that are common to all its users. Hence, the analogy between analytic propositions 

in a language and art propositions fails. 

In the end Kosuth does not eliminate the material object but only shifts the focus to 

propositions which then function as the means of communicating the ideas.Perhaps Ko-
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suth's main accomplishment in Art After Philosophy (1969) was to further Duchamp's 

separation of art and the aesthetic. Both Duchamp and Kosuth insisted that the choice 

of artistic means depends on intellectual considerations rather than on aesthetics. Their 

views, however, do not deny the presence of aesthetics, only its relevance. 

3.Conceptual Art in China 

The emergence of conceptual art in China corresponds in part to its development in 

the West. Conceptual art in China, like conceptual . art in the West, includes language 

projects, anti-art projects and performance art. Still, Chinese conceptual art differs in 

that it is not a product of a historically evolving avant-garde, The latter did not exist in 

China as it did in Euro-American contexts. @ 

Nor is it based in Western analytic philosophy. Instead, the roots of Chinese con

ceptual Art primarily are based in the evolving circumstances of Chinese culture. In 

main land China, for example, conceptual artists were influenced by Chan Buddhism 

"which encourages an ironic sensibility and rejects the privilege of anyone doctrine in 

the search for enlightenment." ® 

Also influential have been the ideographic character of the Chinese language and 

the fact that modem Chinese art has frequently been linked to social concerns. It is not 

that Chinese were unaware of developments in the West such as Dada and Modernism, 

but the primary driving forces in the development of Chinese conceptual art were in

digenous. 

Language proj'ects have played an important role in Chinese conceptual art, with 

artists like Gu Wenda, Wu Shan zhuan and Xu Bing producing conceptual works based 

on manipulations of traditional Chinese characters. ® But they did not attempt to reduce . 

language to propositions, and they retained the visual as a complement to ideas in their art. 

To illustrate further the differences between conceptual art in the West and East, I 

will examine in greater detail the art of Xu Bing, whose work can be summarized as an 

examinatio[l of "Chinese culture through its written language", whose ideograms are the 

vehicleof deeply imbedded aesthetic various and other cultural messages. Unlike Kosuth, 

who rejected the visual and the asethetic, Xu Bing, uses these elements to enhance the 

conceptual aspect of his work. Another difference is that Xu Bing aims his socially pu~

poseful art at the broadest possible audience. His art is intended to serve. 

Xu Bing began as a printmaker. For a long time during the Cultural Revolution he 

lived and worked alongside village people. During this period he experimented with a 
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unique series of block prints depicting village life; this series of prints became the Five 

Series of Repetition (1987) This work already reflect his interest in conceptual art issues. 

His most important conceptual piece, Book From the Sky (1987), consists of four 

books printed using more than a thousand characters, all of them invented by Xu Bing. 

His characters are unreadable to those who understand Chinese despite their likeness 

to traditional Chinese characters. The monumental intent of Xu Bing's Book From the 

Sky is suggested in its original title, Xi Shi jian, or An Analyzed Reflection of the 

World-the Final Volume of the Century. @ 

According to a Smithsonian exhibition catalogue, "the open books were displayed 

on low platforms with panels of text mounted on pillars and walls, and three long scrolls 

that ran up the wall and then draped on swooping arcs down from the ceiling."@ His 

aim was to motivate viewers to reflect on and question written language as a guide to so

cial and political realities. Xu Bing's "impossible texts" forced viewers to disengage 

from their usual relationship to the symbols of language. Literate Chinese viewers re

sponded with incredulity and confusion. They were unwilling to believe that the texts 

could not be read or that someone would invest so much effort to create the unreadable. 

For some viewers the experience is reported to have triggered deep emotional reactions. 

For Westerners unfamiliar with Chinese language, the full impact of Xu Bing's text is out 

of reach. But the work is nevertheless moving. Its sheer monumentality and beauty 

transcend language barriers. In this instance, the artist succeeds in evoking a conceptual 

response to the work without sacrificing the asethetic information contained in the im

ages. 

Xu Bing understands that language is a key to being human and serves as the cen

ter of both national identity and intercultural investigations. He has continued to ex

plore this theme in numerous projects across the world. Among these is Square Word 

Calligraphy, based on a new form of writing combining Chinese and English.This new 

work shows the power of language both to unify people and also to isolate. English 

speaking people were able to read the language here, but non-English speaking Chinese 

could not. @ 

Like many conceptual artists, Xu Bing has created installations across the world. 

His recent work Classroom Caligraphy (1995), shown at the Smithsonian Sackler gallery 

in 1999 and elsewhere on other occasions is an interactive piece: Western visitors to the 

exhibition were invited in~o a classroom setting and given instructions and materials for 

creating their own Chinese characters.@ 

Xu Bing's approach to conceptual art using language aims to engage the public 
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and reintegrate art and society, where Kosuth's propositional art to reinforces the alien

ation associated with abstract Modernism. @ Xu Bing has taken con.::eptual art beyond 

the narrow circle of theory and he seeks to engage the consciousness of the entire global 

population. While drawing significantly on language, his art reincorporates the visual 

and the aesthetic in an effort to heal the break between past art and conceptual art. 

The juxtaposition of Xu Bing and Joseph Kosuth as representatives of differing ap

proackes to conceptual art calls for a brief comment on their differenes with respect to 

art and social activism. In The Artist as Anthropologist (1975) Kosuth went beyond the 

pure conceptualism of his earlier period and emphasized the need for artists to be aware 

of the social contexts in which their art functions. @ Xu Bing attempts to engage ordinary 

people in his projects throughout his career.His Ghosts Pounding the Wall (1990-

.1991), as well as his earlier block prints of village life, heighten awareness of and invoke 

critical reflection on the role of art and language in shaping the social order. Many other 

conceptual artists believe that the role of the artist extends beyond its role expressing 

ideas. Michael Thompson, a British conceptualist, has recently proposed that concep

tual art is in part a struggle for control over the main symbols of society involving "a 

naked bid for power at the very highest level-the wrestling of power from the groups at 

present on top of the social structure."@ 

Both Kosuth and Xu Bing aspire to some degree to influence their societal environ

ments. Yet global conceptual artists, including Kosuth and Xu Bing, have had little suc

cess as social activists.And this should not be surprising.Because their mandates as 

artists are generated from an autograpic self-stipulating base ~ While informed in part by 

the respective social contexts,theirs is only a version .of lithe good society and depends 

ultimately on the subjective consciousness of the artist." The artist's voice, albeit an im

portant one, is only be one among others, in shaping and critically examining the values . 

of a society and tackling the larger societal concerns. Artists as individuals acting inde

pendently rarely command the vision or the political and economic power necessary to 

exectute major social change. 

4.Questions Concerning Global Conceptual Art 

It is time to return to. the questions posed earlier concerning global concetpual art. 

Conceptual art offers a basis for examining comparatively the work of artists such as Xu 

Bing and Kosuth, who abandon traditional objects for ideas and substitute language for 

materiality. It also applies to art in other regions of Asia and the Americas, as well as 
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Africa and Europe, produced during the past fifty years. For example, conceptual art has 

enabled art to transcend the limitations of painting and sculpture, . and extend into me

dia arts such as videe and digital computer arts and CD Rom. 

But let us look more closely at the meaning of the term global in its art context. In 

the broadest sense, global means worldwide, universal, all-inclusive, complete. The or

ganizers of an exhibition on 'global conceptualist at the Queens Museum in New York art 

took as a premise that global conceptualism is a worldwide phenomenon originating in

dependently in many places in response to local conditions. @ Still conceptual art does 

not provide anaesthetic of universal scope because realism and abstract art, which con

tinue to flourish, are not typically conceptual art_ Moreover, local differences in what is 

labeled conceptual art challenge any efforts toward a global aesthetic. 

A closer look at global conceptual art today raises other questions. Itinerant artists 

from many nations-typically based in New York or Paris-travel endlessly from art 

festival to art festival across the world until they are replaced by the latest new art stars. 

Similarly, their principal audiences are often made up of art world nomads whose typi

cally travel from festival to festival.The organizers of the festivals are typically indepen

dent curators without roots in any local culture. The result is self-perpetuating projects 

supported by international host sites that hope to advance their economic and cultural 

standing by sponsoring "world class" art events. Biennales and festivals from Venice to 

Tokyo to Sao Paulo to Paris perpetuate this trend. One outcome of global art fes tivals is a 

disengagement of the art perpetuated through these venues from any other aspects of the 

local cultures where the art is created. Such global festivals appear to serve primarily the 

interests of the international art market. 

This analysis suggests two important failures of global conceptual art: The first is a 

failure to generate an adequate economic base apart from the fragile and artificial struc

ture of the international art circuit. To some extent the museums around the world also 

contribute to the advancement of conceptual art. In both instances,however, the concep

tual artists' economic survival depends on the very insititutions of art and society against 

which their critique is directed. The second is its failure to attract an aud ience outside 

the circle of art professionals.With such a limited audience, this art has little chance to 

make a signifIcant impact on the larger cultures_ 

There are other concerns. In assessing the emergence of global conceptual ~, it 

is important to recall that the quest for globalism is itself a product of hegemonic eco

nomic and political ambitions made possible by the communciuions revolution of the 

late 20th century. To the extent that global conceptctalism in art were to succeed in re-
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ducing art to a common set of practices, it would immediately conflict with post-colonial 

efforts to revive and sustain local cultures. It is important on this ground alone to view 

critically conceptual art as a preferred or normative, form of art superior to earlier, ob

ject-based art. 

There is in fact little danger of this, as re~ent art practices have already moved on 

to embrace new experiments and recycle old ideas into new forms. These new develop

ments can benefit from the insights of conceptualists while rejecting conceptualism as 

dogma. 

On the positive side, conceptual art offers new venues to explore important issues 

of urban life and the emerging globalization of other aspects of contemporary life. Hence 

the answer to the question, whether conceptual art can enhance the common under

standing of art between East and West is a qualified yes . 

. As to the role of aesthetics in art in both the East and West, conceptual art is often, 

but not always anti-aesthetic. Not all conceptual artists agree that it is necessary to give 

up aesthetics. For example, aesthetics is an important part of Xu Bing's transformation 

of Chinese characters into art. In contrast to Kosuth, Lawrence Weiner, an American 

conceptual artist, · insists that aesthetics in inseparable from art. "You can't take the 

aesthetics out of art," he has said. "Art is essentially the · use of aesthetics, either for 

metaphorical purposes or for pure material purposes. To talk about art without talking 

about its aesthetics means you're not talking about art. ,,® 

With respect to the role of art as a form of criticism, conceptual art may function as 

a critique of both the practices of artists of the past as well as of the institutions of art. In 

some instances art functions as a critique of social practices beyond the art world itself. 

Yet conceptual artists who attempt to reduce art to art criticism (such efforts parallef the 

efforts of analytic philosophers to reduce aesthetics to art criticism) and to take on the 

larger social concerns have been largely unsuccessful. 

Despite the criticisms coming from artists institutions of art remain strong. Indeed, 

the conceptual art movement has largely been embraced by the art institutions.Concep

tual artists show their work regularly in museums and galleries and may soon advance to 

the auction houses. By necessity all artists rely to some extent on support from these in

stitutions of art and society, the very same institutions which are the target of the artists' 

critique. 

Finally, is conceptual art contributing to ending art as a central feature of culture? 

Art theorists from Vasari to Arthur Danto have talked of the end of art. Vasari believed 

that art ended for his time with the perfection of the means to imitate nature or the an-
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cients (he never resolved which). @ Hegel suggested that the end of art is linked to its 

absorption in philosophy. And Danto has argued that art ended with the Warhol Brillo 

Box. The Brillo Box sits tantalizingly on the boundaries between object art and concep

tual art. As a material object it possesses its own aesthetic properties, but its signifi

cance lies in the questions it raises about the limits of representation in art. 

It would be easy to assume another" end of art" evolving out of conceptual art's de

materialization of the material art object in favor of ideas. Yet this has not happened. 

Despite much discussion of the end of art, art continues to flourish, even beyond con

ceptualism. As I see it, art continues to be a viable part of virtually all cultures. Its 

manifestations, whether in state-directed cultures, or so-called free market cultures, re

main complex, embracing both object-based and conceptual art projects. Major art in

stitutions such as museums and cultural centers compete with a variety of other suppli

ers of art, including galleries, public art projects, universities, private galleries, auction 

houses and the private spaces such as the private apartments of individual artists. Any 

suggestion of the death of art remains premature. 

What, then has been the outcome of the shift to conceptualism? It is possible to 

summarize our answer with or a few succinct. First, denial of the materiality of art does 

not lead necessarily to the end of art; it does require clar~cation of the distinction be

tween ideas as they function as works of art and their roles in non-art contexts. For it is 

increasingly difficult to distinguish the ideas constitute examples of conceptual art f(om 

ideas expressed in communications, political actions, and fashion. Secondly, displace

ment of the aesthetic symbols by linguistic symbols must noW be reconsidered. Replac

ing aesthetic symbols with logical propositions diminishes without obvious justification 

the range symbols essential to express the richness of human experience.Thirdly,the 

displacement of artistic skill and vision by linguistic facility and political activism, 

which is common to much of conceptual art, must remain only one aspect as art contin

ues to develep new fonns in the future. Fourthly, any attempt to reduce art solely to art 

criticism unnecessarily c'onstrains both creative arts production and critical interpreta

tion of art. Finally, as the need for communication among the cultures of the world of 

East and West intensifies there will be an even greater need for a wider range of mean

ingful symbolic expression in art rather than the narrower range of symbols suggested in 

the projects of conceptual art. 
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Notes: 

CDGao Jianping. Beijing. (China) Conference: Aesthetics and Culture East and West. 

Chinese Aesthetics Society. Academy of Social Sciences. October 18. 2002. 
(2) Hege 1 identifies two principal ways in which poetry is superior to the other 

arts: in its representational powers and in its greater success at molding sen· 
suous forms to the aims of subjectivity (spirit). HAM 960. 966. Curtis L. 

Carter. "A Re-examination of the 'Death of Art' interpretation of Hegel's Aes
thetics". Se 7ected Essays on G. W. F. Hege 1. Edited by Lawrence S. Stepe levich. 

New Jersey: Humanities Press. 1993. PP.11-'-26. First published in Art and Logic 

in Hege l's Philosophy. edited by Warren E. Steinkraus and Kenneth L. Schmitz.New 

Jersey: Humanities Press.1993. Sussex: Harvester Press. 1980. PP. 83-102. I 

thank Professor Wolfgang Welsch for suggesting a distinction between poetry 

seen as the highest manifestation of Spirit in art, versus poetry understood as 
the highest ,art form in Hegel's aesthetics. Contrary to -my view that poetry is 

the highest form of art in Hegel's aesthetics, Welsch argues that for Hegel. 

scu lpture is the most perfect art form because it represents a ba lance of the 

spirit and matter. 
@"Conceptual Art and the Reception of Duchamp." OCTOBER. 70. Fall 1994. PP. 

127-146. Leading art historians Benjamin Buchloh, Rosalind Krauss. Alexander 
A lber-ro, Thierry de Duve. Martha Biskirk and Yve-A lain Bois gathered to con

sider the lines of influence from Marcel Duchamp to later conceptual artists 

such as Robert Morris, Joseph Kosuth, Dan Graham, Sol Le Witt and others. The 
main out-come was their inability to agree upon either Duchamp's role, or who a

mong the various artists advanced in the discussion in fact was truly a concep

tua 1 artist. 
@Joseph Kosuth. "Art After Philosophy". in Art After Philosophy and After: . Co~ 

7ected Writings. 1966-1990. Cambridge. Massachusetts: MIT Press. 1991. p. 19. 
@Kosuth . Introductory Note to Art-Language. first published as "Introductory Notes 

by the American Editor". in Art-Language.Coventry 1, no. 2.February 1970; pP. 

1-4. Reprinted in Art After Philosophy and After. p. 39. 
@Kosuth. "Art After Philosophy." p. 19. It is not clear how visual inventions of 

the correspond to the linguistic propositions of conceptual art. 
(1)Peter Osborne. "Conceptual Art and/as Philosophy". in Michael Newman and John 

Bird. editors.Rewriting Conceptua 1 Art.London: Reaktion Books. 1999. P. 59. 
@The term avant-garde in China refers to the new art beginning in the late 

1970s when Chinese artists challenged approved artistic practices and empha

sized the progressive socia 1 and po litica 1 role of the artist. This use of avant-
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garde follows the meaning given to the term by the ninet eenth century Utopian 

Socialist Henri de Saint-Simon. It differs from the Western idea of avant-

garde based on radical novelty or innovation in artistic form and ideas. See 

Gao Minglu. "What is the Chinese Avant-Garde?". Fragmented Memory: The Chinese 

Avant-Garde in Exi7e, exhibition cata logue.The Wexner Center of the Arts. The O
hio State Univers1ty, 1993. p.4. In 1989 an exhibition, China/Avant-Garde, was 
held, at the Chinese National Art Gallery in Beijing showing 293 paintings, 

scu lptures, videos, -and installations by 186 artists including Xu Bing. 
@Gao Minglu. "Conceptual Art with Anti-conceptual Attitude: Mainland China, Tai

wan, and Hong Kong". in G70ba 7 Conceptua 7ism: Points of Origin 19505- 19805, 

Cata logue, Queens Museum of Art.Queens New York, 1999. p. 127. Accordi ng to 

Gao, conceptual art received two translations in Mainland China: guannian yishu 

("idea art") referring "to the general meaning of things in a particular context," 

and gainian yishu ("concept art") which refers "more narrowly to a specific no

tionor definition." Gao suggests that "Chinese conceptual art is more accu
rately described as guannian yishu". 

® Gao Ming lu. p. 132. Gu Wenda's conceptual art piece, The Pseudo Characters ex
amines in a skeptical mode language's capabilities for revealing the essences of 
t hings. 

@Britla Erickson. Words Without Meaning.Meaning Without Words: The Art of Xu Bing. 

Washington: D. C. Smithsonian Institute, Arthur M. Sackler Gallery and University 
of Washington Press, 2001. p. 38. 

©Ibid.p.37. 

@Ibid. p. 55. 

@Exhibition of Xu Bing. Arthur M. Sackler Gallery, Washington, D. C., the Smithso
nian Institute, p. 269. 

@As Charles Harrison has observed.American abstract modern art of the 1940s and 

1950s represented the further most point of an historical development in the 

history of art resulting in the" maximum of expressive capacity attainable with 
the minimum trans latab le content". See Charles Harrison. Conceptua 7 Art and 

Painting. Cambridge, Massachusetts and London, England: The MIT Press, 2001. pp. 
219-220. 

@Kosuth. The Artist As Anthropologist.First published in The Fox.New York. 1, no. 

1.1975. pp. 18-30. Reprinted in Art After Philosophy and After, pp. 117-118. 
@Michael Thompson. Conceptual Art: Category, and Action". Art-Language 1. no. 2. 

February. 1970. p. 82. Thompson viewed Conceptual art as a struggle over the 

main symbols of society, invo lving "a naked bid for power at the very highest 

leve l-the wrestling of power from the groups at present on top of the social 
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structure". 
@The exhibition catalogue. G70ba 7 Conceptua 7ism: Points of Origin. 19505 -19805. 

footnoten 2. 

world. 

documents aspects of Conceptual art in various parts of t he 

@Interview with Lawrence Weiner.December 31, 1979. in Robert C. Morgan. Concep-

tua 7 Art: An American Perspective.Jefferson. North Carolina and London. 

McFraldna & Company Publishers. 1994. p. 169. 

®Vasari. Jonathan Gilmore. The Life of a Sty7e: Beginnings and Endings in the 

Narrative History of Art.Ithaca and London:Corne 11 University Press. 2000. pp . . 

151-152. 
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